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THE UNIFORM PUTATIVE AND UNKNOWN
FATHERS ACT: SHOULD PUTATIVE
FATHERS HAVE AN ABSOLUTE RIGHT
TO NOTICE IN ADOPTION
PROCEEDINGS?
I. INTRODUCTION
"The intangible fibers that connect parent and child... are woven
throughout the fabric of our society, providing it with strength, beauty,
and flexibility."' This comment made by Justice Stevens in Lehr v. Rob-
ertson 2 glorifies the bond between parent and child, making it clear that
the parent-child relationship is an institution fundamental to our society.
Historically, the most commonly protected relationship has been the
traditional family unit.3 Persons outside of the unit, usually divorced or
unwed males, have been left without legal remedies when seeking solu-
tions concerning relationships with their children.4 Customarily, puta-
tive' and unknown6 fathers were thought to have no significant interest
in any child that they fathered out-of-wedlock.7 Their right to notice and
consent in any adoption proceeding involving their child was severely
limited, if any right was given them at all.8 However, the most recent
trend in this area of family law is the expansion of these rights due a
putative or unknown father.
Since 1973, many states have altered their adoption statutes to in-
clude notice and consent to putative fathers, providing them with at least
1. Lehr v. Robertson, 463 U.S. 248, 256 (1983).
2. 463 U.S. 248 (1983).
3. See Poulin, Illegitimacy and Family Privacy: A Note on Maternal Cooperation in Paternity
Suits, 70 Nw. U.L. REV. 910 (1976). See also Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 651 (1972); Quilloin
v. Walcott, 434 U.S. 246, 255 (1978); Lehr v. Robertson, 463 U.S. 248, 258 (1983).
4. See Note, Adoption: The Rights of the Putative Father, 37 OKLA. L. REV. 583 (1984).
5. The term "putative father," as discussed in this comment, refers to "a man who claims to
be, or is named as, the biological father or a possible biological father of a particular child, and
whose paternity of that child has not been judicially determined." See UNIF. PUTATIVE AND UN-
KNOWN FATHERS ACT § 1(2), 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989).
6. The term "unknown father" is utilized in this comment to refer to "a particular child's
biological father, whose identity is unascertained." See Id. at § 1(3).
7. Since 1974, the Oklahoma Statutes have used the term "child born out of wedlock" in lieu
of the terms "illegitimate" or "bastard". OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 1.1 (1981).
8. See generally Note, supra note 4.
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minimal constitutional protection.9 Oklahoma recently revised its stat-
utes to encompass the rights of fathers of children born out-of-wedlock.10
Because of the recent upheaval in this area of family law, the 1988 Na-
tional Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws approved
the adoption of the Uniform Putative and Unknown Fathers Act
(UPUFA).11 The American Bar Association has followed suit by also
approving the Act. 12 The UPUFA provides guidelines for states in the
areas of: (1) determination of paternity; (2) notice and the right to be
9. See Note, supra note 4, at 598 n.105.
10. OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 60.6 (Supp. 1986). Section 60.6 states: "A child under eighteen (18)
years of age cannot be adopted without the consent of its parents." Id. Prior to the 1985 revision, the
introductory clause of Section 60.6 read: "A legitimate child cannot be adopted without the consent
of its parents, if living, nor an illegitimate child without the consent of its mother." OKLA. STAT.
tit.10, § 60.6 (1957) (amended 1985).
11. UNIF. PUTATIVE AND UNKNOWN FATHERS ACT, 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989) [hereinafter
UPUFA]. Section 3 of the Act provides:
§ 3 Notice of Judicial Proceedings for Adoption or Termination of Parental Rights.
(a) In an adoption or other judicial proceeding that might result in termination of any
man's parental rights with respect to a child, the person seeking termination shall give
notice to every putative father of that child known to that person.
(b) Notice required by subsection (a) must be given (i) in the manner and at the times and
places appropriate under the [rules of civil procedure for the service of process in a civil
action in this State] or (ii) in any other manner that the court directs which provides actual
notice.
(c) A putative father may participate as a party in a proceeding described in subsection (a).
(d) If, at any time in the proceeding, it appears to the court that there is a putative father of
the child who has not been given notice, the court shall require notice to be given to him in
accordance with subsection (b).
(e) If, at any time in the proceeding, it appears to the court that an unknown father might
not have been given notice, the court shall determine whether he can be identified. That
determination must be based on evidence that includes inquiry of appropriate persons in an
effort to identify the unknown father for the purpose of providing notice. The inquiry must
include the following:
(1) whether the mother was married at the time of conception of the child or at any
later time;
(2) whether the mother was cohabiting with a man at the probable time of conception
of the child;
(3) whether the mother has received support payments or promises of support, other
than from a governmental agency, with respect to the child or because of her pregnancy;
(4) whether the mother has named any man as the biological father in connection with
applying for or receiving public assistance; and
(5) whether any man has formally or informally acknowledged or claimed paternity of
the child in any jurisdiction in which the mother resided at the time of or since conception
of the child or in which the child has resided or resides at the time of the inquiry.
(f) If the inquiry required by subsection (e) identifies any man as the unknown father,
notice of the proceeding must be given to each in accordance with subsection (b).
(g) If, after the inquiry required by subsection (e), it appears that there might be an un-
known father of the child, the court shall consider whether publication or public posting of
notice of the proceeding is likely to lead to actual notice to that man. The court may order
publication or public posting of notice only if, on the basis of all information available, the
court determines that the publication or posting is likely to lead to actual notice.
Id.
12. The American Bar Association's House of Delegates approved the UPUFA at a mid-year
2
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PUTATIVE FATHERS
heard at adoption proceedings; (3) custody and visitation; and (4) termi-
nation of the putative or unknown father's parental rights.
13
If the UPUFA is adopted in Oklahoma, a putative father's right to
notice and consent 4 will be expanded beyond the current constitutional
requirements recognized by the United States Supreme Court. Broaden-
ing an unwed father's right to notice and consent in an impending adop-
tion proceeding in which he may have an interest could blemish or
invalidate the finality of the adoption or infringe upon the privacy rights
of the persons involved. A putative father's constitutional or statutory
protection in the area of adoption should not be absolute. He should be
required to exhibit some responsibility for the child before he may assert
a violation of his constitutional or statutory rights.
II. RIGHTS OF PUTATIVE FATHERS: CONSTITUTIONAL
BACKGROUND
In 1972, the rights of putative fathers were first reviewed in the
United States Supreme Court decision, Stanley v. Illinois.5 Stanley, an
unwed father, lived periodically with the natural mother and his biologi-
cal children for eighteen years. 16 During that time he took on responsi-
bility for the support of his children. 17 He challenged an Illinois statute
which dictated that children of unwed fathers become wards of the state
automatically upon the death of the natural mother. 8 Stanley claimed
that he was denied due process of the law because he was refused a hear-
ing on his fitness as a parent, prior to his children being declared wards
of the state. 9 He also asserted that the Illinois statute constituted a de-
nial of equal protection of the laws under the fourteenth amendment be-
cause the statute allowed other parents the right to a hearing to
1988 conference in Denver. 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 1207 (Feb. 28, 1989). The Family Law Re-
porter provides the text of the Act in its entirety and a list of official comments written by the House
of Delegates to explain each section more precisely.
13. Id.
14. The term "notice" refers to the formal notice of a putative or unknown father to an upcom-
ing adoption proceeding involving his biological or possible biological child. "Consent" refers to the
putative or unknown father's right to be heard at the adoption hearing, thus enabling him to partici-
pate in the hearing and possibly permanently veto his child's adoption.
15. 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
16. Id. at 646.
17. Id. at 650 n.4.
18. Id. at 646. The Illinois Supreme Court held that Stanley had not been denied equal protec-
tion because he had never married the natural mother, nor had he attempted to adopt or gain legal
custody of the children. Id. at 646-47. Illinois claimed "that an unwed father is not a 'parent' whose
existing relationship with his children must be considered." Id. at 650.
19. Id. at 646.
1989]
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determine their fitness.2°
First, addressing the due process issue, the United States Supreme
Court acknowledged that due process does not demand a hearing "in
every conceivable case of government impairment of private interest."'2 t
The Court pointed out the competing interests of the state and the unwed
father.22 The state's interest is "to protect 'the moral emotional, mental,
and physical welfare of the minor .... The private interest of the
unwed father rises from the "companionship, care, custody, and manage-
ment of his ... children ... ."24 The Court upheld Stanley's due process
claim, reasoning that a presumption of unfitness encompassing all unwed
fathers is overinclusive.25 The Court found that the purpose of the stat-
ute was not the purported legitimate state interest but, instead, merely
convenience. 26 The Court then concluded that because Stanley was re-
fused a hearing, his due process rights were violated.27 In addition, the
Court held that because other types of "parents" were afforded such a
hearing, Stanley was also denied equal protection of the laws.28
Stanley did not deal specifically with the areas of notice and consent,
but the opinion is relevant to cases involving these issues.29 The Court's
opinion alluded to what types of putative fathers warrant protection.
The Court dictated that putative fathers deserving constitutional protec-
tion are those that have taken an active part in the emotional and finan-
cial responsibility due their children.3" Although the Court seemed to
agree upon minimal rights due a natural unwed father, it did not provide
an array of absolute rights to all putative fathers.
The Supreme Court reviewed the rights of putative fathers for a sec-
ond time in Quilloin v. Walcott.3' In Quilloin, the Court dealt spec-
ifically with an unwed father's right to consent to his child's adoption by
20. Id.
21. Id. at 650 (citing Cafeteria & Restaurant Workers Union, Local 473 AFL-CIO v. McElroy,
367 U.S. 886, 894 (1961)).
22. Id. at 652-53.
23. Id. at 652.
24. Id. at 651.
25. Id. at 654. The Court held that although many unwed fathers are unfit parents, some are
clearly responsible persons entitled to the custody of their children. Id.
26. Id. at 658.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. See Quilloin v. Walcott, 434 U.S. 246 (1978); Caban v. Walcott, 441 U.S. 380 (1979); Lehr
v. Robertson, 463 U.S. 248 (1983). See also Note, supra note 4.
30. Stanley, 405 U.S. at 651.
31. 434 U.S. 246 (1978).
[Vol. 25:315
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a stepparent.32 Quilloin, the unwed father, sought to prevent the adop-
tion, even though he had shown no interest in his child prior to the filing
of the adoption petition.33
Quilloin objected to two Georgia Statutes. 34 The statutes allowed
divorced and separated fathers the opportunity to consent to the adop-
tion of their children, but in the instance of a child born out-of-wedlock
only the natural mother's consent was required.35 He, like Stanley,
claimed that these laws violated the due process and the equal protection
clauses of the fourteenth amendment.36
The Supreme Court of Georgia rejected Quilloin's constitutional
claims and upheld the adoption, finding that it was in the "best interests
of the child.",37 Utilizing the same constitutional principles as applied in
Stanley, the United States Supreme Court affirmed.38 The Court struck
down Quilloin's due process claim because he had never attempted to
legitimate or gain legal custody or visitation of his child.39 In addition,
the child had lived with the natural mother and her husband for a period
of several years." The Court believed it proper "to give full recognition
to a family unit already in existence."41 In summary, the Court con-
cluded that "substantive due process was not violated by the application
of the 'best interests of the child' standard."42
In response to Quilloin's equal protection claim, the Court asserted
that an unwed father's interests could be differentiated from the interests
of a divorced or separated father.43 The Court noted that the distinction
was that a separated or divorced father had at sometime in the past taken
on some responsibility for the child as a result of his marriage to the
32. Id. at 253. Quilloin did not contest the adequacy of notice or his right to a hearing. Id.
33. Id. at 247. The child had received only irregular support and infrequent visitation from
Quilloin. Quilloin never attempted to marry the mother or legitimate his child. Id. at 251.
34. Id. at 250.
35. Id. at 248 n.2-3.
36. Id. at 253.
37. Id. at 251. The "best interests of the child" standard is used by the courts in child custody,
adoption, and termination proceedings as a guideline for placing the child in the best possible envi-
ronment. See Note, supra note 4, at 586 n.24.
38. Quilloin, 434 U.S. at 256.
39. Id. at 255.
40. Id. at 247.
41. Id. The Court distinguished this decision from Stanley not only on the fact that Stanley
took responsibility for his children and Quilloin did not, but that there was an established family unit
present in Quilloin. The Court stated that because of the existence of the family unit, the "counter-
vailing interests are more substantial." Id. at 248.
42. Id. at 254.
43. Id. at 256.
1989]
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natural mother.' Quilloin never actively sought to become a permanent
presence in his child's life, therefore a successful equal protection claim
was precluded. The Court clarified that which was only alluded to in
Stanley: A putative father will not receive the basic constitutional pro-
tection that is given other parents if he fails to undertake "significant
responsibility with respect to the daily supervision, education, protection,
or care of the child."4 5
The question of equal protection and due process in reference to
adoption statutes was again addressed in Caban v. Mohammed.a" Caban,
an unwed father, lived with the natural mother for approximately five
years.47 During that time he fathered two children and shared in the
everyday responsibility of raising and supporting them.48 When the nat-
ural mother married another man and initiated adoption proceedings,
Caban challenged a New York law that required only the natural
mother's consent to an adoption of a child born out-of-wedlock. 9 Caban
claimed that the law violated the equal protection clause because it dis-
tinguished on the basis of gender.5 0
The Court upheld Caban's equal protection claim, finding that the
gender-based distinction was not the least restrictive means available to
promulgate the state's interest in establishing a legitimate family unit for
the child." The Court found that the statute was unconstitutional as
applied. 2 The Court based its holding on the fact that Caban engaged
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. 441 U.S. 380 (1979).
47. Id. at 382.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 385. Under New York law, the mother has absolute veto power over her child's
adoption. The putative father must prevent the termination of his rights by showing that the adop-
tion would not be in the "best interests of the child." Id. at 385-87 n.4.
50. Id. at 385. Caban also asserted that he was denied substantive due process rights based on
the Court's previous decision in Quilloin. Caban claimed that this due process right arises from "the
... right of natural fathers to maintain a parental relationship with their children absent a finding
that they are unfit as parents." Id. (footnote omitted). The Court, however, chose not to address
Caban's substantive due process claim because the New York law was held to violate the equal
protection clause. Id. at 394 n.16.
51. Id. at 391. The Court relied on In re Malpica-Orsini, 36 N.Y.2d 568, 331 N.E.2d 486
(1975) to establish the legislative history and purpose of the New York statute. In Caban, the Court
summarized the New York Court of Appeals decision, stating, "people wishing to adopt a child born
out-of-wedlock would be discouraged if the natural father could prevent the adoption by the mere
withholding of his consent." Id. at 390. The New York Court of Appeals also concerned itself with
the common unavailability of unwed fathers, which could lead to a permanent delay in the adoption
proceeding. Id.
52. Id. at 392.
[Vol. 25:315
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in an active relationship with his children.53 The Court, however, con-
firmed that a putative father who has not attempted at least a minimal
relationship with his children is not constitutionally protected, and the
state may disallow his opportunity to withhold consent at an adoption
proceeding. 54
The most recent case Lehr v. Robertson,55 deals not only with the
issue of consent, but also addresses the issue of what notice is required to
an unwed father prior to an adoption proceeding. According to the ma-
jority in Lehr, a putative father's constitutional rights regarding his child
are determined, not by the mere biological factor but by the strength of
his emotional ties and everyday care and responsibility for the child.56
The putative father, Lehr, challenged a New York statute that re-
quired that notice of adoption proceedings be given only to certain cate-
gories of fathers.57 Lehr's specific circumstances were not contained in
the list of those entitled to notice. Lehr asserted both a due process and
equal protection claim. His argument was based on the Supreme Court's
decisions in Stanley and Caban. He interpreted those holdings to entitle
putative fathers to an "absolute right to notice" and consent before an
adoption could be filed.58
53. Id. at 389 n.7.
54. Id. at 392.
55. 463 U.S. 248 (1983).
56. Id. at 262.
57. Id. at 251. At the time that the adoption order was entered, N.Y. Dom. Rel. Law. §§ IIl-
a(2) and (3) (McKinney 1977 and Supp. 1982-1983) provided:
2. Persons entitled to notice, pursuant to subdivision one in this section, shall include:
(a) any person adjudicated by the court in this state to be the father of the child;
(b) Any person adjudicated by the court of another state or territory of the United
States to be the father of the child, when a certified copy of the court order has been
filed with putative father registry, pursuant to section three hundred seventy-two-c
of the social services law;
(c) any person who has timely filed an unrevoked notice of intent to claim paternity of
the child, pursuant to section three hundred seventy-two of the social services law;
(d) any person who is recorded on the child's birth certificate as the child's father;
(e) any person who is openly living with the child and the child's mother at the time the
proceeding is initiated and who is holding himself out to the the child's father;
(f) any person who has been identified as the child's father by the mother in written
sworn statement; and
(g) any person who was married to the child's mother within six months subsequent to
the birth of the child and prior to the execution of a surrender instrument or the
initiation of a proceeding pursuant to section three hundred eighty-four-b of the
social services law.
3. The sole purpose of notice under this section shall be to enable the person served pursu-
ant to subdivision two to present evidence to the court relevant to the best interest of the
child.
Id. at 251 n.5.
58. Id.
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Lehr's name did not appear on the birth certificate nor had he lived
with the mother or offered any financial support since the child's birth. 9
Lehr's claim was based on the failure of the state to give him actual no-
tice of his child's impending adoption. 0 The Court struck down Lehr's
due process claim reasoning that he had never attempted to initiate any
substantial relationship with his child.6 The majority approved of the
New York statute.62 They noted that it not only served notice to six
named categories of putative fathers but it also allowed fathers not spe-
cifically listed the opportunity to enlist in the putative father's registry.63
By mailing a postcard to the registry, a putative father ensured his right
to notice.' The Court found that under this statute "the right to receive
notice was completely within [the putative father's] control ... "; and
held that because Lehr had not attempted this minimal effort to establish
a relationship with his child, he was not entitled to due process
protection.
The Court also struck down Lehr's equal protection claim. Lehr's
claim was based on the fact that natural mothers were always a constitu-
tionally protected class, whereas only a particular group of putative fa-
thers warranted protection.66 He argued that all persons similarly
situated must be treated alike.67 The Court rejected his argument con-
cluding that because the natural mother had formed a custodial relation-
ship with the child and Lehr had not, the two were not in a similar
situation as a matter of law. 8
As the above cases indicate, in some situations a putative father has
a protected fundamental right to a relationship with his child. However,
this protection attaches only to a putative father who has established a
relationship with his child and participated in the child's upbringing.
59. Id. at 252. Lehr had lived with the natural mother prior to his child's birth and visited her
in the hospital after the child was born. However, the natural mother married another man eight
months after the child's birth. Id. at 250-52.
60. Id. at 255.
61. Id. at 267-68. The dissenting justices appear to have been provided with a different set of
factual circumstances than the majority. Justice White stated that from the time the child was born
until approximately 1978, Lehr was unable to locate the natural mother or the child. As a result,
Lehr claimed that he was afforded no opportunity to form any relationship with his child. Id. at 269
(White, J., dissenting).
62. Id. at 250-51.
63. Id. at 250.
64. Id.
65. Id. at 264.
66. Id. at 266.
67. See Caban v. Mohammed, 441 U.S. 380, 391 (1978) (citing Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 76
(1971)).
68. Lehr, 463 U.S. at 267.
[Vol. 25:315
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The rights of putative fathers have become especially important as
out-of-wedlock births continue to increase dramatically in the United
States.69 In reaction to the Stanley decision in 1972, the National Con-
ference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws took action and en-
acted the Uniform Parentage Act (UPA).70 This act set guidelines for
the determination of paternity and stated that "regardless of marital sta-
tus, all parents and children have equal rights, privileges, duties and obli-
gations with respect to each other."71 Although the UPA was enacted
mainly because of public concern in the area of support, it shed light on
the rights and responsibilities of putative fathers.72 The UPUFA at-
tempts to codify United States Supreme Court decisions and fill in the
gaps left by the UPA.7 3
A. The Notice Required by the UPUFA May Infringe upon Privacy
Rights and May Not be in the Best Interest of the Child
During the latter part of this century, the Supreme Court has be-
come concerned with a woman's right to privacy in the areas of child-
birth and child rearing. In 1944, the Court concluded that there was a
"private realm of family life which the state cannot enter."74 The Court
continued to expand this doctrine in subsequent cases.75 Although
prominent case law in the area is basically concerned with the bearing of
children, the right to privacy would seem to extend to mothers who want
to keep the identity of their child's biological father a secret. An abuse of
privacy rights could occur if the law required that notice be given to any
possible putative father prior to an adoption proceeding.
Section 3(a) of the UPUFA demands that notice be given to every
putative father of the child known to the person seeking permanent ter-
mination of parental rights.7 6 This section evolved from Section 25 of
69. In 1985, every fourth or fifth child born in the United States had a putative or unknown
father. 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 1207 (Feb. 28, 1989).
70. UNIF. PARENTAGE AcT, 9B U.L.A. 287 (1973) [hereinafter UPA]. The Act addresses
many areas relating to paternity but concentrates primarily on the issue of support. The UPA was
approved in 1973 as a solution to some of the concerns surrounding children born out-of-wedlock.
Many state laws in this area were out of date or subject to grave constitutional doubt. Id.
71. Id.
72. See generally id.
73. A list of cases illustrative of this point are cited in 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 2018 (Feb. 28,
1989).
74. Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166 (1944).
75. See e.g., Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438
(1972); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
76. UPUFA, § 3(a), 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989).
1989]
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the UPA, but involves notice only to putative and unknown fathers in
adoption proceedings and various child "care and protection" proceed-
ings that could result in the termination of parental rights.77 A problem
may arise if after notice is given, the putative father in question decides to
instigate a lengthy legal battle for custody or visitation. Even after his
rights are terminated at the initial proceeding, he may appeal, postponing
adoption of the child and subjecting the child to months or even years of
instability and confusion.
Section 3(b) requires that notice be given according to the rules of
civil procedure in a particular state.78 Section 3(b) also provides for "a
nontraditional notice" to be used by the court in situations where the
"privacy interests of the persons involved... might be adversely affected
by the traditional means of serving civil process."79 Types of nontradi-
tional notice include telephone calls, personal visits, or informal notes.8"
A question arises concerning the types of "non-traditional" notice that
the drafters of the Act suggest. A private visit to the putative father's
home or office may not only infringe upon the rights of other parties
involved but may even lead to embarrassment of the father who may
have meant to keep this delicate situation a secret.
One must be concerned about how much discretion a court can use
in this area. It is unclear how a personal phone call or visit would serve
to protect the privacy interests of all parties involved. Nontraditional
means serve to protect those who may be negatively affected by the tradi-
tional civil process. Nontraditional notice may extend as far as actual
public posting of notice.81 The authors of section 3(b) claim to be maxi-
mizing the options available to the court in contacting the putative or
unknown father.82 However, by protecting the rights of one party, this
section of the UPUFA may be infringing on the privacy rights of others,
namely the natural mother and the child.
Section 3(c) allows the putative father to participate as a party in
any judicial proceeding that could terminate his parental rights.8 3 Sec-
tion 3(d) states that if at any time during the proceeding the court learns
that a putative father has not been contacted, the court will require that
77. 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 2020 (Feb. 28, 1989).
78. UPUFA § 3(b), 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989).
79. 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 2020 (Feb. 28, 1989).
80. Id.
81. UPUFA § 3(g), 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989).
82. 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 2020 (Feb. 28, 1989).
83. UPUFA § 3(c), 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989).
[Vol. 25:315
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notice be given to him.84 These subsections could be interpreted to give
any putative father the right to be present at the hearing and the right to
withhold consent. If a putative father is allowed to participate in the
proceedings, what effect may his presence have on the child? An older
child may be forced to come into contact with a man with whom he or
she has had no prior association. Even if the putative father's parental
rights are terminated, the experience may leave long-lasting emotional
scars on the child. Another problem could arise if an adoption proceed-
ing were nearing completion. A sudden interference by the putative fa-
ther could lead to a lengthy delay in a virtually completed adoption.
Interpreted in this manner, the rights of putative fathers may be more far
reaching than the UPUFA ever intended.
Section 3(e), concerned with the identity of the unknown father,
gives the court great discretion in determining his identity.8" Section 3(f)
governs the giving of notice to any possible father identified by the in-
quiry in section 3(e).86 This section of the UPUFA allows the court to
interview other "appropriate" persons in addition to the mother, who
may know the identity or location of the father. The mother's and the
child's privacy rights may be infringed upon unless the "appropriate"
persons interviewed are carefully selected by the court and the inquiries
take place in a discreet manner. A problem surfaces if there is no restric-
tion on persons who can be found and asked personal questions concern-
ing the mother's past relationships. While attempting to protect those
fathers who may not know of the proceeding or of their fatherhood, the
question of the mother's right to privacy arises again. Past case law al-
ludes to the fact that the unwed mother's right to privacy may be more
important than the often irresponsible putative father's right to notice.87
However, in some instances this proposition is discounted by courts.
In Doe v. Norton,88 a United States District Court upheld a Connect-
icut law that compelled a woman to identify the biological father of her
child in order to receive funds from the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children program. The purpose of the statute was to protect the state's
economic interest.89 If located, the putative father would be legally
84. Id. § 3(d).
85. Id. § 3(e).
86. Id. § 3(f).
87. See Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 651 (1972); Lehr v. Robertson, 463 U.S. 248, 264
(1983).
88. 365 F. Supp. 65 (D. Conn. 1973), vacated and remanded on other grounds, Doe v. Norton,
422 U.S. 391 (1975).
89. Id. at 71 n.7.
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bound to contribute financially to the support of the child so that the
state would not be burdened with this obligation. 90 The court held that
the state had a legitimate interest in locating the father so that he might
contribute to the support of the child.91
Cases like Doe, involving state monetary interests, should be distin-
guished from situations in which locating the father is for notice pur-
poses only. In essence, cases that are concerned with section 3 of the
UPUFA involve a different state interest than that found in Doe.
Although the state recognizes the importance of a father's right to estab-
lish a relationship with his child, its strongest interest lies in preserving
the best interests of the child, and often, in protecting the natural
mother's right to privacy. District Judge Newman, in his concurring
opinion, stated that "judges will have to adjudicate the fourteenth
amendment question of whether a state interest sought to be advanced
outweighs the mother's constitutionally protected interest in privacy in
sexual and child-rearing matters, and they may be obligated to conclude
that application of the statute in some circumstances would be
unconstitutional." 92
Finally, Section 3(g) addresses only unknown fathers.93 It gives the
court the power to determine if publication would be likely to produce
the identity of the father. However, it is most unlikely that public post-
ing would provide the putative father with actual notice. Rather, it is
likely that public notice would infringe upon the right to privacy the
natural mother deserves in such a situation, especially in light of the rela-
tive ineffectiveness of such notice. Thus, if a thorough inquiry does not
uncover the unknown father, public notice should not be used as a "last
shot" mechanism by the court, when success in discovering the unknown
father is extremely doubtful. Going further than procedure demands will
likely result in an invasion of the natural mother's privacy and will lead
to possible embarrassment and stigma.94
90. Id.
91. Id. at 80.
92. Id. at 86. But see Lehr v. Robertson, 483 U.S. 248, 273 n.5 (1983) (White, J., dissenting).
93. UPUFA § 3(g), 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989).
94. 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 2021 (Feb. 28, 1989).
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B. Oklahoma Notice and Consent Law
1. Pertinent Oklahoma Adoption Statutes
Adoption proceedings are most often instigated in two distinct situa-
tions: when a natural parent relinquishes the child at birth or when one
parent remarries and the new spouse wishes to adopt legally the child.
At present, Oklahoma statutory law provides a series of guidelines for
the court to follow in determining if the putative father has the right to
notice and/or consent in any proceeding in which his parental rights may
be terminated. Oklahoma law, like the New York law discussed in Lehr,
provides a list of those fathers entitled to notice in adoption proceed-
ings.95 The list includes (1) any person adjudicated by a court to be the
father; (2) any person who is recorded on the child's birth certificate as
the child's father; (3) any person who is openly living with the child and
the child's mother at the time the proceeding is initiated or at the time
the child was placed in the care of an authorized agency, and who is
holding himself out to be the father; (4) any person who has been identi-
fied as the child's father by the mother in a sworn statement; (5) any
person who was married to the child's mother within ten months prior or
subsequent to the birth of the child; (6) and any person who has filed
with the paternity registry an instrument acknowledging paternity of the
child.9 6 These categories include all putative fathers who have taken
even the least responsibility for their children. Thus, putative fathers can
control their right to receive notice with minimal effort and obligation.
Title 10, section 60.6 of the Oklahoma Statutes provides that notice
must be given to any parent whose parental rights have not previously
been terminated.97 The language in the statute may conflict with the no-
tice requirements mandated in title 10, section 29.1. One possible reason
for this difference is that title 10, section 29.1 specifically deals with a
mother's relinquishment of her illegitimate child, while title 10, section
60.7 most often applies to other types of adoptions (i.e. an adoption made
by a stepparent).98
Consent to an adoption of a putative father's child goes hand in
95. OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 29.1(B) (Supp. 1986).
96. Id.
97. OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 60.7 (Supp. 1986).
98. Id. § 29.1. OKLA. STAT. tit 10, § 29.1 deals specifically with the relinquishment of the child
by the natural mother to a public or private agency, an attorney, or sometimes directly to the adop-
tive parents. The putative father's parental rights are most often terminated prior to the adoption
being filed. OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 60.7 adoptions are usually filed before the putative father's rights
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hand with the issue of notice. However, each aspect should be handled
as a separate matter of law. Without the right to withhold consent and
thus prevent the adoption of his child, a putative father will suffer a ter-
mination of his parental rights. On the other hand, if he is allowed to
withhold consent the adoption may be permanently vetoed, thus leaving
the child in an unstable situation. In Oklahoma, consent is required of
both parents of a child who has been born out-of-wedlock. 99 However, a
separate law states exceptions to the rule.)° The consent of a putative
father is not required if:
having actual knowledge of the birth or impending birth of the child
believed to be his child, he fails to acknowledge paternity of the child
or to take any action to legally establish his claim to paternity of the
child or to exercise parental rights or duties over the child, including
failure to contribute to the support of the mother of the child to the
101extent of his financial ability during her term of pregnancy, or ...
fails to prove that he has exercised parental rights and duties toward
the child. 102
This consent statute, like the notice statutes, protects a putative father
who shows at least some responsibility toward his child. While these
laws concerning notice and consent are confusing and may conflict, they
do provide adequate means for a putative father to easily protect his
rights with minimal effort.
2. Oklahoma Cases
There is little case law on point in Oklahoma to aid in the interpre-
tion of state laws regarding notice and consent. However, it seems that
the Oklahoma courts apply past United States Supreme Court precedent
when making decisions in this area. In 1985 the Oklahoma Supreme
Court addressed the issue in Matter of the Adoption of Baby Boy D. °3 In
Baby Boy D the father, after approximately seven months of dating the
mother in Shawnee, Oklahoma, left town knowing of her pregnancy.
Upon leaving, he made no commitment concerning the mother or
child."° During his time away the father made no attempt to contact the
mother.'0 5 After three months, the father returned to Shawnee but did
99. Id. § 60.5(1).
100. Id. § 60.6.
101. Id. § 60.6(3)(a).
102. Id. § 60.6(3)(b)(2).
103. 742 P.2d 1059 (Okla. 1985), cert. denied, 108 S. Ct. 1042 (1988).
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not tell the mother of his return.106 On February 2, 1983, the natural
mother contacted the father and informed him of the pending adoption
proceedings.10 7 He did not respond or make any objection.I°8 Through-
out the pregnancy the father offered no assistance or financial contribu-
tion to the mother or child. 109 On April 4, 1983 the baby was born.110
On May 25, 1983, the father asserted his first interest in the child by
filing a petition to vacate the decree of adoption.1 '
The father challenged the constitutionality of the Oklahoma adop-
tion statutes which allowed the adoption of children born out-of-wedlock
with only the natural mother's consent and did not require that the puta-
tive father be given notice and the opportunity to be heard. 1 The
Oklahoma Supreme Court addressed the due process argument by re-
emphasizing the great constitutional protection afforded family relation-
ships. 11 3 The court relied on past United States Supreme Court cases
that gave special attention to biological parents who developed strong
emotional ties with their children. 1 4 The Oklahoma Supreme Court
held that the United States Constitution protects only parent-child rela-
tionships where the natural parents have made a commitment to their
children and have exercised responsibility. 1 Parents who exercise care
and association are in line with the state's interest in caring for its chil-
dren. The court stated that "[t]he basis for constitutional protection is
missing if the parent seeking it has not taken on those parental responsi-
bilities which provide such permanence and stability." 1 6
A more recent case that addresses this subject is Hancock v. Doe.117






111. Id. at 1060-61. Prior to 1985, no notice was required to be given to any putative father.
OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 60.6 (Supp. 1973) provided: "A legitimate child cannot be adopted without
the consent of its parents, if living, nor an illegitimate child without the consent of its mother...."
OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 60.6 (Supp. 1986) presently states: "A child under eighteen (18) years of age
cannot be adopted without the consent of its parents.... " OKLA. STAT. tit 10, § 60.5 (Supp. 1986)
also states: "If the child is born out of wedlock, its parents, if sixteen (16) years of age or older, shall
be deemed capable of giving consent."
112. Baby Boy D, 742 P.2d at 1064-65.
113. Id. at 1065 (citing Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1972); Quillion v.Walcott, 434 U.S. 246
(1978); Caban v. Mohammed, 441 U.S. 380 (1979); Lehr v. Robertson. 463 U.S. 248 (1983)).
114. Id. at 1067.
115. Id. at 1068.
116. Id.
117. No. 68788, slip op. (Okla. Ct. App. April 25, 1989).
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In 1983, a couple filed a petition to adopt J.L.R."1 I The natural mother
consented to the adoption of J.L.R. and stated that Hancock, the natural
father, had never financially supported J.L.R. since the time of his
birth." 9 The trial court found that notice need not be given to Hancock,
because he had never supported or developed a relationship with the
child. 20 In June, 1984 custody was granted to the adoptive parents. 2 1
In the latter part of 1986, the adoptive parents asked the trial court
"for a determination of J.L.R.'s eligibility for adoption without the con-
sent of the natural father."1 22 Hancock filed his objection to the adop-
tion after learning of the proceeding from the Oklahoma Department of
Human Services.1 23  The Oklahoma Court of Appeals held that Han-
cock's constitutional rights had not been violated by the trial court's de-
nial of notice and consent to the adoption proceedings. 124
The court based its opinion on Oklahoma statutory law 125 and the
United States Supreme Court's decisions in Lehr,'26 Caban,'27 Quil-
lion,128 and Stanley.129  The court also restated precedent found in Mat-
ter of the Adoption of Baby Boy D, stating that "[t]he shouldering of
significant responsibility with respect to daily supervision, education and
protection is the sine qua non for substantial [due process] protection."130
The court found that Hancock had not met the requirements of a "custo-
dial" parent and had failed to show even a "potential" relationship.' 31
118. Id. at 1.
119. Id. at 2. The adoptive parents alleged that Hancock was the putative father, but that he
could not be located. Id. at 1-2.
120. Id. at 2-3.
121. The trial court issued an interlocutory decree granting custody to the adoptive parents until
the final issue of the child's eligibility for adoption was decided. Id. at 2.
122. Id.
123. Id. Hancock alleged that he had established a parent-child relationship with J.L.R. and
had made attempts to support him in the past. Id. He claimed that he lived at various times with the
natural mother between 1979 and 1982 and had contributed to the child's emotional and financial
support during those times. Id. The appellate court found Hancock's evidence of support incredible
and upheld appellees demurrer, stating that "adequate notice had been given." Id. at 3.
124. Id. at 3.
125. At the time the adoption petition was challenged notice of adoption proceedings to a puta-
tive father was not required. Id. citing OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 60.6, 60.7 (1981); but Cf, OKLA. STAT.
tit. 10, § 29.1 (Supp. 1985).
126. 463 U.S. 248 (1983).
127. 441 U.S. 380 (1979).
128. 434 U.S. 246 (1978).
129. 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
130. Hancock, No. 68788 at 4 (quoting from 742 P.2d 1059, 1067 (Okla. 1985) (emphasis
original).
131. Id. at 4.
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The Oklahoma Court of Appeal's decision again embraces the con-
cept of a developed familial relationship between parent and child.
Although case law in Oklahoma is scarce in this area, one can easily
perceive the formulation of a precedent that is synonymous with federal
holdings in this area.
C. Oklahoma Should Not Adopt the UPUFA
The courts in Baby Boy D and Hancock upheld Oklahoma law and
struck down the putative father's due process claim. At the time both
cases were decided, Oklahoma had no notice requirement nor did it al-
low an unwed father the right to consent to his child's adoption. The
decisions of the court show the rights of an unwed father are secondary
to the best interests of the child and the mother. Oklahoma has taken
positive steps to change its laws to include a right to notice and consent
to putative fathers, however, absolute protection is hardly called for.
Section 3 of the UPUFA attempts to give rights to all putative fathers
regardless of their relationship with their children. Introducing the
UPUFA in an already confusing system only further strays from the con-
stitutional principles set forth by the United States Supreme Court. A
putative father who has not established a relationship with his child does
not have a constitutionally protected fundamental right.
By setting basic requirements for those putative fathers who deserve
notice, Oklahoma law follows the decisions set forth by the United States
Supreme Court in Stanley,132 Quilloin,133 Caban,134 and Lehr. 135 Fathers
who have taken as little responsibility as mailing a postcard are eligible
for constitutional protection.136 The putative father registry is a system
that allows a putative father the opportunity to fill out and send to the
state a card with his complete name and address.137 The registry allows
the father to be on record as the child's biological father without any
court hearing.' 38 The paternity registry in Oklahoma is designed as an
easy and convenient way for fathers of children born out-of-wedlock to
insure their constitutional rights. The state should investigate the possi-
bility of educating putative fathers about the registry and other means to
132. 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
133. 434 U.S. 246 (1978).
134. 441 U.S. 380 (1979).
135. 463 U.S. 248 (1983).
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secure their constitutional protection, privately through the natural
mother or directly through hospital personnel or state social workers.
Early education would likely diminish problems that arise during actual
adoption proceedings.
If the UPUFA were enacted, current Oklahoma guidelines concern-
ing notice would be broadened. Every putative father would be afforded
notice, regardless of his role in his child's life; thus he would have the
right to be heard at the adoption hearing. In none of its decisions does
the Supreme Court advocate an absolute right to notice and consent.
The Court has even concluded that an open-ended notice requirement
would only complicate the adoption process. 1 39
The authors of the UPUFA claim that by serving notice to all puta-
tive fathers, the Act "(1) protect[s] the child and his or her emotional
and financial interest in having a father, (2) protect[s] the security of
adoptions, and (3) protect[s] the privacy of the mother and child - all
while meeting constitutional requirements and dealing fairly with unwed
fathers. ' '  This UPUFA approach was strongly argued by the dissent
in Lehr. Justice White expressed a "black and white" perception of the
due process and equal protection clauses. He argued that the relation-
ship of a putative father with his child was protected by the Constitution
by its very "nature" not its "weight."'' Thus, a putative father's mere
biological relationship to his child falls within this scope of protection. ' 42
Justice White claimed that because most cases involving putative fathers
were filled with conflicting factual situations, the only real basis for a
court to follow in granting constitutional protection was the pure biologi-
cal factor.
This type of analysis could lead courts to ignore sensitive factual
situations that often surround cases such as these. Because a family con-
troversy is unique to a particular family unit, it is crucial that the court
spend time investigating the facts surrounding all parties involved in the
conflict. If the inquiry leads the court to believe that the putative father
has fulfilled some obligation to his children, he must be afforded the pro-
tection that he deserves. However, even the dissent conceded that due
process does not require actual notice to every father.143 There is little
139. Lehr, 463 U.S. 248, 264 (1983). ". . . [A] more open-ended notice requirement would
merely complicate the adoption process, threaten the privacy interests of unwed mothers, create the
risk of unnecessary controversy, and impair the desired finality of adoption decrees." Id.
140. 15 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) 1208 (Feb. 28, 1989).
141. Lehr, 463 U.S. at 270 (White, J., dissenting).
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question that a child born to unwed parents has an interest in knowing
his or her natural father. However, the security of the adoption may be
diminished if the right to notice and consent are given to every putative
father, regardless of the particular circumstances of his relationship with
the child or the mother. Any putative father notified would be able to
interfere with the proceedings. Some putative fathers' interests arise only
when they receive notice of adoption.1" Interference may lead to a
lengthy legal battle that could have been avoided. An unwed father's
interest in his child is not something that should be sparked because of
the fact that another man would now raise his child through adoption.
That interest should arise at the onset of the child's life and not be turned
off and on by the shock of legal action.
This open-ended notice requirement gives the court the power to
delve into the mother's private life to learn information about the identity
of the putative father.45 Title 10, section 29.1 of the Oklahoma Statutes
allows for notice to those fathers who want to be identified. There is
little risk of any invasion to the mother's privacy interest under this
Oklahoma law. Fathers denied the knowledge of their child's existence
and those that are denied the right to form a relationship with their chil-
dren are included in Oklahoma law and are given special considera-
tion.146 A search for a putative father who does not want to be found
may result in an invasion of his privacy as well as the privacy of the
mother.
In essence, the UPUFA's liberal notice and consent provisions
would unnecessarily expand Oklahoma's notice statutes which provide a
balance of the putative father's interest with those of the child and the
mother. The specific requirements of the Oklahoma statutes are written
to fit most factual situations that could arise. If absolute notice were
required, a court would not have to take much needed time to gather and
understand the facts of each case. Many cases involve family relation-
ships which have sensitive factual situations that should be reviewed by
the courts on a case by case basis. The Constitution is not designed to
give absolute protection to a putative father who has merely a biological
144. See, e.g., Lehr v. Robertson, 463 U.S. 248 (1983), Quillion v. Walcott, 434 U.S. 246 (1978),
Matter of the Adoption of Baby Boy D, 742 P.2d 1059 (Okla. 1985).
145. UPUFA § 3(e), (g), 9B U.L.A. 16 (Supp. 1989). The UPUFA sets out no specific consent
requirements. However, § 5 gives the courts a list of factors to aid them in deciding whether to
terminate the putative father's parental rights. If the court terminates his parental rights his consent
will be deemed unnecessary. Id. § 5.
146. OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 60.6(3)(b)(2) (Supp. 1986).
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connection to his child. 47 While attempting to provide greater protec-
tion to putative fathers, the UPUFA takes away the protection of the
mother and child on a greater scale than ever mandated by this nation's
case law.
IV. CONCLUSION
The UPUFA may be a step in the right direction in trying to codify
and unify the rights of unwed fathers in adoption proceedings. However,
by filling in the missing gaps in this area of law, the Act may open up a
legal free-for-all. The Act would allow all putative fathers to participate
in judicial proceedings even though they had no prior contacts with their
children. In 1985, Oklahoma made positive moves of its own in this
area. The Oklahoma Legislature has carefully revised laws to deal specif-
ically with both notice and consent to putative fathers. Instead of look-
ing to the UPUFA for guidance, Oklahoma needs to evaluate its statutes
and bring them in line with Oklahoma case law and basic constitutional
principles. The adoption of the UPUFA in Oklahoma would only com-
plicate the adoption process by allowing undeserving fathers the ability
to interfere with adoption proceedings. It is clear that some unwed fa-
thers deserve constitutional protection. However, the Supreme Court
has handed down guidelines for putative fathers to follow to insure their
constitutional rights. In a frequently quoted footnote in Stanley v. Illi-
nois,14 8 the Court stated "Extending opportunity for [a] hearing to un-
wed fathers who desire and claim competence to care for their children
147. See Matter of the Adoption of Baby Boy D., 742 P.2d 1059, 1067 (Okla. 1985), cert. denied,
108 S. Ct. 1042 (1988). See also Michael H. v. Gerald D., 109 S. Ct. 2333 (1989). The United States
Supreme Court in Michael H. went further and dictated that in some instances even a putative
father's established relationship with his child was not constitutionally protected. The case involved
a putative father who attempted to establish the paternity of his child, even though the natural
mother was married at the time the child was born. Under California law ifa child was born during
a marriage, he or she was conclusively presumed to be the biological offspring of the marriage. The
putative father, because of his conclusive presumption, was denied the right to establish his paternity
and was precluded from any further visitation with the child. The child had formed substantial
relationships with both the marital father and the biological father.
The Court held that the putative father could not claim that his established relationship with
the child was a constitutionally protected fundamental interest. The majority stated that the state's
interest in preserving the sanctity of marriage was more "deeply embeded in society's tradition" than
was a putative father's relationship with his child, even if that relationship was an existing one.
Although this case did not deal specifically with notice or consent, it does reveal a judicial trend
in restricting those rights of a putative father. The Court, as in Quilloin, gave priority to an estab-
lished family unit rather than to the relationship that a putative father had formed with his child.
The case seems to expand past Supreme Court decisions by denying protection to putative father's
even though they have activated a relationship with their child in some situations. Id.
148. 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
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creates no constitutional or procedural obstacle to foreclosing those un-
wed fathers who are not so inclined." 49 The Court did not advocate an
absolute right to notice or consent in any of its decisions. The UPUFA
extends the rights of putative fathers much farther than current man-
dates of the Supreme Court. Unwed fathers should be required to under-
take some responsibility for their children before they are afforded full
constitutional protection. Title 10, section 29.1 of the Oklahoma Statutes
is in accord with the guidelines set forth by the United States Supreme
Court and forces putative fathers to demonstrate at least minimal respon-
sibility before they are worthy of constitutional protection. 150 The
Oklahoma Legislature should hesitate when considering adopting the
UPUFA.
Donya K. Hicks
149. Id. at 657 n.9.
150. OKLA. STAT. tit. 10, § 29.1 (1986).
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